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 What is academic language?
 How can we promote academic language with 

content texts? 

 Connection & Background Building

 Vocabulary Development

▪ Frayer Vocabulary Cards

 Read, Retell, & Summarize

 Sentence Machine

 Questions & Discussion



What do they bring?
What do they need? 



 Language – L1
Cognitive development
 Life experience
 Experience of multiple cultures
 Literacy in L1 (at various levels)
Academic literacy in L1 (sometimes)





 Time
 Rich experience with meaningful text
 Words and meanings
 Sound patterns and spelling
 Language patterns and grammar
 Cultural and social contexts
 Connections with the home
 Development of academic language



What is Academic Language? 







Texts should be:
 Accessible 

grammar, vocab, 
structures with 
support

 Culturally relevant 
and affirming

 Important
 Well illustrated



Activate and Build 
Background 
Knowledge

Connect to Previous 
Experience

Build Vocabulary



Activity: Look at one paragraph. One 
Well text.  Discuss with your 
elbow buddy: What 
background information might 
be needed to understand this 
text? 



The history of the earth...  

• When were there 

dinosaurs? 

• What is a glacier?

• How long do glaciers last 

before they melt? 





Activity: How might you connect the 

concept of the water cycle 

to your learners’ 

experience? 



Question to 

refugee 

learners:

“How did you 

get water in 

your home 

country?”



Eretria



Somalia



Vocabulary for In-depth 
Learning: 
Frayer Vocabulary Cards
Who Has – I Have



What words to teach?  Consider: 

Frequency
Age 
Relevance to content learning
Level of learner 
Importance in text





 Contextualizing each target word
 Providing student-friendly explanations 

with pictures when possible
Giving many examples
Asking learners to provide their own 

examples
 Posting the target words
Using the target words

Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, (2003)



quench

 What quenches your thirst?
 When do you need your thirst quenched?
 Can a bag of potato chips quench your thirst?
 How can you quench your need for knowledge?  
 Can quench mean to make worse?
 Can quench mean to put out, or satisfy?



 Help students 
understand 
important 
concepts and 
words by 
showing both 
examples and 
non-examples.

 Paul Nation

Quench

Definition
To satisfy, put out 

or extinguish.  To 
remove the need 
for something.  

Characteristics

• Have a need for 
something

• Provide or give 
something that 
removes the 
need

Picture Example Non-example: 
Take something 
away.



Activity:
Make a Frayer
Vocabulary 
Card for:
Cycle
Evaporation
Vapor
Condensation
Precipitation
Circulates

Word:                       

Definition Characteristics

Picture Example Non-example:







Read and Retell
Sentence Machine



 Increase motivation
 Provide English learners opportunities to 

practice language with and to learn from 
other students

 Allow English learners to discuss and 
internalize what they read and learn 

 Allow English learners to ask and answer 
questions as they read in a non-threatening 
context, so they better understand the text





1. Read the passage aloud to the students
2. Select key words in the passage and ask students to 

underline these words.
3. Ask students to copy the key words onto another 

piece of paper
4. Using the key words as guides, students retell the 

reading to a partner
5. Using the key words, students write a summary of the 

reading or predict what will happen next



PARAGRAPH 1

 five years
 Amazon
 100years
 Teakettle
 India
 100,000 years
 glacier
 100,000,000 years
 dinosaurs 

PARAGRAPH 2

 water
 change
 dinosaurs
 water cycle
 evaporates
 oceans, lakes, rivers, 

ponds, puddles
 water vapor





PARAGRAPH 2

 water
 change
 dinosaurs
 water cycle
 evaporates
 oceans, lakes, rivers, ponds, 

puddles
 water vapor





Learners… 
 Review and analyze what they have read
 Practice asking good questions 
 Practice constructing 

good sentences in 
response to questions 
(with scaffolding)

 Have fun



 Groups develop questions about a text they read
 One person from each group goes to a line in the 

front to create sentences
 Give them easy questions to get the idea
 Each person in the line adds 

one word to the answer.  
 Learners ask their 

questions.
 The line answers them.
 Teacher and class provide 

support as needed.



water
dinosaur
water vapor
glacier
earth

rain
water cycle
cloud
earth
groundwater



 Each group sends a 
volunteer to line up 
in front of the room.

 The line answers questions from the class in 
complete sentences.

 Each person in the line gives only one word of 
the sentence. 

 The teacher and other students help and 
prompt occasionally, if needed.



 What is academic language?
 How do we scaffold academic instruction for ELLs?  

What do they bring? What do they need?
 How can we promote academic language with 

content texts? 
 Connection & Background Building

 Vocabulary Development

▪ Frayer Vocabulary Cards

▪ I Have, I Want

 Comprehension Activities
▪ Read, Retell, & Summarize

▪ Shared Sentences

 Questions & Discussion



Handouts & resources: www.mlmcc.com



Handouts & resources: www.mlmcc.com



1. Move to Zero 
Noise

2. If others around 
you haven’t 
seen the signal, 
silently show it 
to them. 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://udleditions.cast.org/indira/docs/all_about_coyotes/glossary-images/signal1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://udleditions.cast.org/GLOSSARY,how_coyote_stole_fire,signal.html&h=317&w=230&sz=34&tbnid=A2HP_kBuVxja6M:&tbnh=253&tbnw=184&prev=/images?q=time+out+signal&zoom=1&q=time+out+signal&usg=__sibZy4P4ihVDt_qg9zCFER9cPFA=&sa=X&ei=Hcb4TM6GCIKClAeh__DhBw&ved=0CBcQ9QEwAA
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://udleditions.cast.org/indira/docs/all_about_coyotes/glossary-images/signal1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://udleditions.cast.org/GLOSSARY,how_coyote_stole_fire,signal.html&h=317&w=230&sz=34&tbnid=A2HP_kBuVxja6M:&tbnh=253&tbnw=184&prev=/images?q=time+out+signal&zoom=1&q=time+out+signal&usg=__sibZy4P4ihVDt_qg9zCFER9cPFA=&sa=X&ei=Hcb4TM6GCIKClAeh__DhBw&ved=0CBcQ9QEwAA

